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Abstract.  We  describe  how  the  out-of-plane  dielectric  susceptibility  of  monolayer  graphene
should be  incorporated  in  the electrostatic  description  of  bilayer  graphene – both Bernal  and
twisted,  and,  then,  determine  the  dielectric  susceptibility  by  analysing  the  earlier-published
experimental  data,  which  produced  the  value  close  to  ϵ ≈2.65,theoretically  computed  using
density functional theory. 
Dielectric  susceptibility  of  two-dimensional  materials  is  an  important  characteristic  that
affects their optoelectronic properties. The in-plane polarizability of atomically thin films has
been shown to strongly modify the form of the two-dimensional electron-electron interaction
and the level structure of excitons [1] and excitonic complexes [2] in monolayers of transition
metal  dichalcogenides,  or  electrostatically  gapped  bilayer  graphene  [3].  The  out-of-plane
polarizability  of  two-dimensional  materials  is  relevant  for  their  implementation  in
electrostatically gated devices, and, as shown in the analysis of silicene [4], may play an
important  role  for  the  self-consistency  analysis  of  the  electrostatic  control  of  their  band
structure, by screening external displacement field, hence, reducing its influence. Here, we
discuss the role that the out-of-plane dielectric susceptibility of graphene monolayer would
play in bilayer graphene structures (both twisted and Bernal-stacked), and determine its value
using both comparison with the available experimental data on graphene devices and density
functional theory (DFT) modelling.
Here, we define graphene’s out-of-plane dielectric susceptibility,  ϵ , as the z-axis dielectric
constant of a sequence of independent (in terms of quantum tunnelling) planes, electrically
polarisable  along  vertical  (z)  axis.  This  quantity  can  be  used  to  describe  the  dielectric
screening of both external displacement field,  D, and the fields created by the charges,  n1,2
added to graphene sheets by doping, but taking into account a subtle difference between the
role of those, as illustrated in Fig. 1 for a bilayer system. That is, while both monolayer in a
bilayer get polarised and contribute towards electrostatic screening of the field created by
external charges, only one of the two layer is polarised and contributes towards screening of
the  field  created  by  the  charge  placed  on the  other  graphene sheet.  This  is  because  the
electrons doping graphene’s Pz orbitals produce mirror-symmetric field distribution on the
same layer,  which  is  decoupled  from the  out-of-place  dipole  moment  and cannot  induce
polarisation  on  the  same  graphene  sheet.  As  a  result,  the  potential  difference,  U 2−U 1,
between the on-site energies on the lattice sites of graphene in the two layers of a bilayer
(separated by c0≈3.35 Å), has the form,
U 2−U 1=
e
ϵ 0 [ Dϵ −e 1+ϵ
−1
2 ( n1−n22 )]c0 . (1)
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Here, −e is the electron charge, and n1 (n2) is the electron density of the bottom (top) layer,
as sketched in Fig. 1. Formula (1) represents the corrected version of the electrostatics of
graphene bilayers used in the earlier published self-consistent analysis of gap formation in
electrostatically biased bilayer graphene [5], of two-layer graphene stacks [6]. 
Figure 1. Dielectric polarisation of graphene layers (leading to screening), induced by displacement
field produced by external charges [left panel] and by toe doping changes placed on the bottom and
top layers [two central panels]. Sketch on the right illustrates bilayer’s electrostatics. 
Description of bilayer electrostatics, given by Eq. (1), is applicable to both Bernal and twisted
bilayer. When applied to a strongly twisted bilayer, with such a large twist angle, θ>γ1/3 vKℏ
, (γ1 stands for the interlayer hopping, v is Dirac velocity in graphene, and K  the Brillouin
zone wave vector of graphene) that the Dirac bands in the two layers are not hybridised for
the states doped in the vicinity of the corresponding band edges, the equilibrium between the
two layers sets the relation between he Fermi energies in the two layers, εF ,1−εF ,2=U 2−U 1,
with 
εF ,i=−sign (ni ) vℏ √ π|ni|. (2)
We used the latter relation, together with the electrostatic formula (1), to analyse the data of
experimental studies of the layer-distribution of doping of strongly twisted bilayer graphene
[8,9], and find the values, ϵ=2.5−2.8, with the examples of fitting to the experimental data
illustrated in Fig. 2. For each of those examples, we plotted the computed values of doping of
the  two layers  (densities  ni shown on the  left  hind side  panel  [8],  or  filling  factors  νiat
quantum Hall effect states on the right hand side panel [9]).   
Figure 2. Fitting the value of dielectric susceptibility of graphene to the measured density distribution
in strongly twisted graphene bilayers. Left:  Density distribution between the two layers in single-
gated graphene devices, studied in Ref. [9]; the experimentally obtained values are shown as vertical
black lines whereas the theoretical values, obtained using Eq. (1) and (2) for continuously varied ϵ ,
are shown as a blue surface.  Right: Quantum Hall effect filling factors, observed in a double-gated
twisted bilayer [9] (vertical black lines) compared to the computed values for a variable dielectric
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susceptibility. In both panels, orange horizontal planes (at ϵ=2.6 and 2.9 for the left and right hand
side panels, respectively) near which the theory and experimental data converge, indicate the best-fit
values of ϵ .  
For bilayer graphene with Bernal stacking [10], we implemented the improved description of
electrostatics to the description of the gate-controlled interlayer asymmetry gap in bilayer
graphene [10]. In this system, the electrostatic  analysis in Eq. (1) allows to relate – self-
consistently – the interlayer asymmetry gap, Δ=U 2−U 1, with the gap-induced redistribution
of electron density between the layers. For a neutral (undoped, n1+n2=0) bilayer with a small
gap, Δ≪ γ1 , the self-consistency relation is given by [5] 
n1 (2 )≈±
γ 1 Δ
4 π ℏ2 v2
ln( 4 γ 1Δ ) . (3)
We applied the self-consistent analysis of a gap in bilayers to the gap values taken from the
far-infrared optical  absorption spectra  of gapped neutral  bilayer  graphene [11],  where,  as
predicted in Ref [12], the lowest (weak) line in the absorption corresponds to the optically
almost inactive  s-state exciton with energy close to the interlayer  asymmetry gap energy,
Δ=U 2−U 1, given by Eq. (1). The results of the fit, illustrated in Fig. 3, return the dielectric
susceptibility values in the range of ϵ=2−2.2, which is lower than the values extracted from
the twisted bilayer data. 
Figure 3. Comparison of the theoretically computed gap in a vertically biased bilayer (for various
values of  ϵ ) and the gap, measured as the lowest exciton energy in a gapped Bernal (AB-stacked)
bilayer [11] (black lines). The inter-crossing of theoretical and experimental results happens around
ϵ=2−2.2.
Finally, we used density functional theory (DFT) to compute the out-of-plane static dielectric
susceptibility of monolayer graphene.  We employed the CASTEP plane-wave-basis code
[13] with ultrasoft pseudopotentials, a 53×53×1 k-point grid, a large plane-wave cut-off of
566  eV,  and  a  variety  of  artificial  periodicities,  c (interlayer  distance  along  z-axis)  to
calculate the total energy of graphene in a saw-tooth potential,  −Dz /ϵ0 for  −c /2=z<c/2,
centred on the carbon sites of graphene layer. By writing, ℇ=ℇ0−
1
2ϵ 0
α D2, we used the DFT-
computed total energy, Eto determine the polarizability α  in each cell of length c. Note that,
at larger external fields, the energy abruptly becomes nonquadratic in  F due to electronic
density appearing in the artificial triangular well of the saw-tooth potential, which sets the
limits  for applicability of the DFT code we used. Also, we find that  α  is sensitive to the
plane-wave cut-off energy at small external fields, which limits from below the range of D
values  we  used  in  the  analysis.  Another  feature  of  the  computation  is  that  the  artificial
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periodicity we introduce in the DFT code leads to the systematic error in the polarizability, α ,
which has an asymptotic tail goes ∝ c−1. Therefore, we extrapolated the computed values of α
to  infinite  L by  fitting  α (c )=α∞+a / c+b/c
2 to  the  polarisabilities  obtained  in  different
supercells. We find  α∞=11.0 Å3  primitive cell with the Perdew--Burke--Ernzerhof (PBE)
functional and  α∞=10.8 Å3 per primitive cell within the local density approximation (LDA),
and use those values to determine the dielectric susceptibility using relation  1−ϵ−1=
α∞
A c0
,
where A being the primitive-cell area of graphene. As the result, we arrive at the theoretical
value, ϵ ≈2.65.
Overall,  the  presented  analysis  of  the  out-of-plane  dielectric  properties  of  monolayer
graphene shows that the value of its susceptibility is quite substantial, hence, should be taken
into account in the self-consistent analysis of charge-potential distribution in Bernal-stacking
bilayers,  twisted  bilayers,  trilayers,  surface  states  of  Bernal  graphite,  and  thin  films  of
rhombhedral graphite. Such analysis would need to take into account the non-trivial way how
the dielectric susceptibility,  ϵ , should be implemented in the bilayers or film electrostatics,
given by Eq. (1). The dielectric susceptibility value,  ϵ ≈2.65, computed in this work using
DFT agrees well with the values found by fitting the twisted bilayer data,  ϵ=2.5−2.8. The
discrepancy between these two and the results of fitting to the optical characterisation results
of gapped Bernal bilayers require further investigation, as well as the implementation of the
obtained dielectric properties of monolayers in the self-consistent modelling of magic-angle
twisted bilayers and marginally twisted bilayers. 
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